 
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "Federation Vice" 10702.11
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: Our Heroes and Heroines being duly deputized Federation Marshalls are at their secret base near the ocean
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
OPS: You know, I think I could retire in a place like this
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::looks at the CEO:: CEO: How so?
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
OPS: You've got the sun, expensive and tastefully decorated house and the beach. All I need now is a cold drink and my sunglasses
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CIV: What news you have?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The wind rolls off the ocean as the Miami night descends , the lights from the hovercars dance in the skies while people walk about in beach clothes in the balmy 85 degree whether
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
CEO: You've got all that and more, like the ladies in mini bikini's.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
OPS: There is that too...
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Turns toward the first officer.:: XO: The councilman did not die a natural death.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Studies the Federation databases in search of cases involving customized weapons similar to the rifle encountered earlier::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CIV: Can you elaborate, Doctor?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
CEO: There is more to life than that........believe me.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
OPS: I think I'm happy with my current understanding of life as is
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::picks up the bag of cocaine::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::turns on her tricorder::
 
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
OPS: I'm gonna check out the rest of the place and see what loot the federation left us
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The bag of cocaine is of the finest quality refined in Columbia but with certain salt water traces on the bag and plant samples
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::checks his padd for the CIV's report::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
CEO: Alright.......::frowns at the reading::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
::Listening to XO's and CIV's conversation::
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Heads out of the room and begins searching the rest of the safe house::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
CO/XO: Nanites were involved.  Not only were their nanites blocking the  artery, but there was a type of nanite poison in his system that will mimic cardiac arrest.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CIV: Did you find evidences of cocaine consumption, Doctor?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::refines her search, trying to figure out where the salt water came from and what the plant matter is::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
CIV: Any guesses on the origin of the nanites?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::brings the samples to the nearest computer and takes a comfortable seat::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
XO: Yes, in the blood workup as well as evidence in the brain and nasal cavity.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::begins a cross match search for the type of salt and plant matter into the computer and sits back waiting for an answer::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CIV: I see.  I just finished reading your report.  Very enlightening.
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
CO: I have a suggestion... for either the poison or the nanites.  There was alcohol in his blood.  I was hoping you would bring some samples back.  At the moment, I have the lab looking into a time frame.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::her tricorder beeps with the results on the cocaine::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
CIV: We had to hurry on our way out. There was a sniper destroying the evidence so we got no more samples.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::toself:: Pure Columbian coke.....
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I also have a suggestion, Sir.  We should investigate the Orion sniper.  Starting with weapons dealers and fingerprint  
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Starts finding patterns in the cases of assassins using custom rifles::
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Walks back into lab and checks results of circuit breakdown on the phone::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::the computer brings up a 4 square mile region from the Florida Everglades::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO: Yes, that is something we need to do. We also need to talk with the Councilman's chief of staff. She might know a lot about Councilman's enemies and who might behind this assassination.
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
CO: Which probably reinforces the fact this was not natural.  But why not clean up their mess before hand?  Why do it in such an open attempt?  That is almost certain to draw attention.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Aye aye, Captain
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
CO: Linda Lock should be one of the first on your list.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
CIV: Indeed.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CIV: Perhaps the killer was careless and had to get back to erase some clues...  I've heard that the guilty always returns to the crime scene.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
Self: Interesting... ::Uses some tools to open up the phone::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::turns and looks for the CO or XO::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
XO: It would have been far easier I would think to get the evidence from here.  But then again, if they were trying to hide the cause of death, and knew an autopsy was eminent, there would be no need to hide his death.
 
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
Computer: Begin a jamming field around this room
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
*XO*: Commander Z'heta: I have some results on the bag of cocaine from the box of evidence.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Rushes around and starts setting up equipment to receive the burst transmission::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: A Jamming field is created around the tech room no transmissions in or out
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CIV: right.  He was looking for something else.  Like evidence that lead to his identity, or the identity of his employer
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
XO: Did you find some wine to bring back to me?  I remember seeing glasses.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*OPS* You might like to know I found a burst transmitter in the phone, Its about to send a signal in less then 10 minutes
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Hears OPS talking about results on the cocaine, stops his study for a while::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
OPS: What have you found out? My preliminary search indicates that the drug might play quite an important role in the case.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO: I think we should go talk with the chief of staff and let the CTO, CEO and OPS deal with the rifles and fingerprints.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Very well, Sir.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Will the CIV join us?
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
CIV: If your work here is done for the time being, you should join us.
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
CO/XO: For the most part, I am.  However, the body still needs to be closed.  If we can have someone to do that...
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
XO: I did a search on the plant matter and salt found on the bag of cocaine and have come up with a 4 square mile area in the Everglades.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Realises the jamming signal is active and uses the hardwired comm system:: *OPS* I found a nanite burst transmitter in the phone, its about to send a signal in less then five minutes
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
CIV: Ask some lab employee to take care of that.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO/CIV: Alright, let's go.
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Nods and removes her lab coat, tossing it over the chair.  She then reaches for her tricorder, returning it to her belt.::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
*OPS* What do you propose?
 
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Has all the equipment set up to capture the signal::
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*OPS* I'm about to intercept the signal and see what it contains
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: As they start to leave, the lab tech arrives:: LT: Would you please find someone to finish closing the body.  I will take those reports with me. :: Reaches for the padd::  There are also other tissue samples to be examined.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
*************************Burst Transmission************************
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO: Can you drive the cars here?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
*CEO*: good, let me know what you find?
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Quickly catches up with the other two::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Unknown Voice> Councilman I want that particle!!
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
OPS: Can you go with the CTO and investigate the mines? I have to go with the CO.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: YEs, Captain, I'll do my best.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Councilman WIlson> We have a deal , bring me the cocaine and I will trade you the particle for the cocaine to fund my mines
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
<erase last>
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO: Excellent. ::goes outside and enters a hovercar::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Slips into the backseat.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Unknown Voice>  Be alone I don’t want any Starfleet Entanglements, use a magnetic bottle
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
<mines = everglades>
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Councilman> I know how to contain these things I learned it from an alien culture while in command of the Solar
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
******************End Burst*****************************
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Scans through the test results.::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::enters the hovercar and takes the helm::
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
Computer: Bring up a copy of Councilman's Wilson’s Starfleet record concerning his command of the Solar and any references to alien cultures
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::looks for the CTO::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO/CIV: Are you comfortable?  ::turns on the engine::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO: I have the address on my padd. ::Shows XO the street address::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Smiles:: XO: I will reserve comment when we stop at our destination.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
*Computer* CEO USS Solar Journey to Nexus One is classified Captain rank or above
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
CTO: The XO would like us to go to these coordinates to investigate what was found on the outside of the bag of cocaine.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
::hands the CTO her PADD::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Tosses the padd onto the seat:: CO/XO: Further tests results show nothing of interest for us to work with.  I have a few more 'exotic' type of tests the lab is in the process of working on, but they take time.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::drives the car and heads towards the Councilman's office::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Takes a look at the PADD:: OPS: Sure. My database search is already finished, so we can go right away.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
CTO: ::nods:: You can even drive
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::uses an upgrade version of the GPS system::  Computer: Can you locate the Councilman's chief of staff?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The arrives at the Councilman's Office in the Hovercar
 
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
:;makes sure her phaser in her holster and grabs the computer readout of the notices that there is minute trace of an impulse burn on the reed:: CTO: look.....::hands him her readings.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Thank you Captain.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO/CIV: We're here!
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO: Fine driving.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::parks the car in a parallel place::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: As the car stops, she steps out:: XO: In answer to your question, yes.
 
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* Sir, I need your access code to access a starfleet record on Councilman's Wilsons trip to Nexus One, Its been restricted and starfleet intelligence have tagged it as well
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::steps out:: CO/CIV: Thank you.  It's not very different from a shuttle, I guess...
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The Councilman's Office in Downtown Miami is a typical political Headquarters filed with staff
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Starts walking out and towards a car:: OPS: I was studying the energy signature of the assassin's rifle.. what exactly are we looking for?
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Makes her way through the busy area, following her command officers.::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
*CEO* I can't give you the access code but I can open the record so that you can examine the record.
 
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The CO's team enters the office and is greeted by a staff member
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Puts the cell phone in a sealed box which prevents it from making any more transmissions::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
*CEO* If you transmit the record numbers and catalogue codes, I can do it soon.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
CTO: We are going to search an area of the Everglades where I think we might find clues for a meeting? The plant matter shows impulse burns
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* Of course sir
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Staff Member> CO: Hello?
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Sends a copy of the record number and catalogue codes to the CO's padd::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@::walks in, looking to the Staff members and furniture::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
Staff member: We are Sketek, Z'heta and Storm representing Federation law enforcement. We are here to meet Linda Lock.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Gets in a car, waits for the OPS to enter and starts driving towards the designated area:: OPS: Right.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: There is several media reporters snooping around looking for interviews in the wake of the Councilman's death
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@:: Quietly:: XO: Did you note in my report the radiation burn?
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
Staff member: We have not informed your Chief of Staff in advance but I hope this will not be an issue.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
Computer: Run the unknown voice through all available databases for a match::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Staff Member> CO: Well who are you and what do you want?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$:: watches the landscape as they pass the beaches::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@::quietly:: CIV: On the councilman's heart?  I read it, yes
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The crew going to the Everglades soon pass over miles of salt water landscape, with crocodiles mingling about
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$OPS: Drug dealing seems to be the important point in this case. I found out that weapons similar to our assassin's rifle had been used in murders of drug lords.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
::Shows his ID:: Staff member: I am Sketek Zhnirev, working for Federation and I have been assigned to investigate the case of Councilman's death.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The Night has descended an it is difficult to see with the unaided eye
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$CTO: I would think in this day and age that drugs would not be an issue.....apparently not.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@CIV: Do you have news regarding the radiation nature?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::checks her kit for a palm beacon::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@ XO: I have not seen the likes before, so cannot tell you what caused them yet; the lab is looking into it.  However, at the councilmans home, there had been some radiation particles.  It is a guess... but they might have caused some sort of distortion there.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Staff Member> I see, I will get Ms. Lock
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
CTO: I hate to say this, but this type of investigation does not do well after dark.
 
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@CIV: That's interesting.  Do you think that radiation is related to the subspace disturbance we detected?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
<$> CTO: Especially when you think that all creatures large and small swim in that muck.
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@ XO: It could be possible.  But what subspace disturbance are you talking about?
 
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$OPS: Do you expect the area to be dangerous? I don't think our tricorders are very badly hindered by the darkness.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: After a few minutes Linda Lock arrives, she is a woman in her early forties, a well athletic figure with long blond hair, her beauty and figure do indeed hide a keen intellect she has a Phd in both Astro and Theoretical Physics
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* I've been going through the record on the bug on the phone and it appears the Councilman was trading some unknown particle discovered on his visit to Nexus One, stored in a magnetic battle for cocaine and the source didn't want to get tangled up with Starfleet either
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The Hovercar in the Everglades arrives at the spot indicated by the OPS
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@CIV: Something we picked up in the Coucilman's home, when we were checking it, before the snipers attack.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$CTO: gators, snakes and all matter of bugs that will place you in hospital in a New York minute.....you bet its dangerous......not to include the human menace.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
*CEO* Interesting. Keep me updated on your findings.
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@:: Glances up at the woman who has arrived.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The area is rather non descript and quiet but there are signs of impulse burns in a straight line
 
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$OPS: Well, here we are anyway. Do you think we should go back and wait for the dawn?
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
@Linda Lock: Greetings. We have been sent from Federation to investigate the case of Councilman's death.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@CIV: What is the purpose of that radiation?  Didn't the nanites killed him?  Are those two facts related?
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@ XO: As soon as we have the opportunity, I will run it through the database.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
::Works with his padd to open the record the CEO requested::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::looks outside and thinks for a minute::
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::notices everyone else has left the safe house and heads down to the garage::
Host Linda_Lock says:
CO: PLease come into my office, refreshment for you and your men?
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Begins working on the hovercar to add some improvements to it::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Looks at the surrounding area with his tricorder::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
@Linca Lock: No thanks. ::Walks to her office::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$CTO: No, we need to get this done, waiting until morning will not help.  However, lets do a scan of the area first to see what's out there and if we can determine where there may have been a ship
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Hears the computer on the desk bleep indicating the file has been unlocked:: Computer: Play mission records from Nexus One
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@Linda Lock: Good morning.  Nothing for me.
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@ XO: The nanites killed were the end cause, but I am beginning to suspect they were not the only ones.  I am not even sure we are dealing with one murder or two.
Host Linda_Lock says:
Scene: There are trace elements of minute amounts of cocaine in the water as the hovercar hovers
 
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: Following along, declines anything to eat at the moment.  Food after an autospy was never her thing.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Gets our of the car:: OPS: Fine. Let's get started, then.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@CIV: Intriguing...  Or maybe the radiation was a mean to transfer the nanites, in a teletransporter fashion
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$CTO: Watch where you're stepping!
Host Linda_Lock says:
************Classified Record of USS Solar Journey to Nexus One********************
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$CTO: I'm picking up trace elements of cocaine........
Host Linda_Lock says:
*************Under Penalty of Law and Imprisonment No One under the Rank of Captain may read this do you wish to continue?*****************
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::scans for predators::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@ CIV: That would be tricky.  The nanites were covering the heart.  The council man would have had to be detained... ::Considers:: Perhaps kissing the woman involved might have done that.
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
Computer: Yes
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$OPS: Where? This is quite a big area to scan randomly, so that might be a good lead.
Host Linda_Lock says:
CO: How can I help you
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
@Linda Lock: Mostly we'd like to know about the Councilman's background.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
@Linda Lock: Any enemies? Any received threats? That kind of things.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$CTO: scan on the 49i frequency, you'll see where I located the cocaine.
Host Linda_Lock says:
Command Summary: Inhabitants of Nexus One have discovered a means of containing the Omega Molecule whose existence is a closely guarded secret in Federation Security
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@XO: I just thought that because the burnt tissue was ad joint to the heart, where the nanites attacked
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::wishes she had hip waders that her grandfather used to keep in his barn::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Locates the cocaine:: OPS: Ok, let's start from there.
Host Linda_Lock says:
The Omega Molecule has been known to destroy the fabric of subspace and the Prime Directive is specifically not applicable to it destruction or the inhabitants of its destruction
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::nods:: CTO: lead on McDuff.............
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Raises an eyebrow::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@ XO: It is a good hypothesis.  :: Leans over and sub vocal::  You should bring up the fact she was one of the last people to see him alive.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Carefully starts walking towards the cocaine traces while using his tricorder to monitor any possible threats::
Host Linda_Lock says:
<Summary>  The Borg have identified it as Particle 010 and hold it in a near worship like state
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::Takes a seat and pays careful attention::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@::whispers:: CIV: Indeed.
Host Linda_Lock says:
Command Summary Completed , Your access will be reported to Admiral Law
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
::curses::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::follows behind the CTO. The bottom muck and mud trying to remove her boots with each step::
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$:;rolls her eyes::
Host Linda_Lock says:
Action: The CO's communicator beeps
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
Computer: Is there any record of this magnetic containment technology was obtained by starfleet
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
XO: Please continue from here. Someone needs me.
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@Linda Lock: You were also one of the last persons to see him alive.  Can you describe thatlast meeting between you two?
Host Linda_Lock says:
Action: A shuttle craft approached the everglades
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
::Leaves the XO to continue talks with the Chief of Staff and goes outdoors::
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@CO: Aye Captain
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$:;scans the area for any further impluse burns::
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
:: As the captain leaves, looks toward the woman::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
@::Answers the communicator::
Host Linda_Lock says:
<Comm> CO: <Admiral Law> CO: Did you just access the Solar records?
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
Self: I might get in some trouble for this... ::trys contact the CO::
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
COMM: Admiral: Yes, I opened a record.
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::feels something glance off the back of her right leg and almost panics::
Host Linda_Lock says:
<Admiral> CO: What do you mean you opened a record?
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* Are you there sir?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::talks a deep breath to quiet her nerves::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Quickly draws his phaser as the OPS makes a sudden move behind him, but doesn't see anything threatening::
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* I suspect that file was way above my current security level
Host Linda_Lock says:
Action: In the distance, a shuttlecraft lands on a cloaked dock and hovercars pull up to it
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$CTO: sorry, felt something touch my leg, made me jump.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
COMM: Admiral: We need to investigate that document to get more background information of this death so I opened the record to assist in our investigation.
Host Linda_Lock says:
<Admiral> CO: You know that Captain level security on that file was there for a reason, it dealt with the Omegan Molecule, has a non Captain seen it?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Turns to see the shuttle landing some distance away:: OPS: We'd better hide ourselves.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
::Switches channel:: *CEO* I see. Well, I will have to deal with this issue. Was there anything interesting on the record?
Host Linda_Lock says:
Civ: I met him for drinks to discuss an upcoming campaign
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* Something about a very closely guarded secret about a molecule...
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::nods to the CTO: CTO: Aye, a very good idea, but if they have scanners, then it will do us no good.
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
COMM: Admiral: Our engineering Lieutenant has read the file.
Host Linda_Lock says:
<Admiral> CO: You have committed a breach of security you realize that, we spoke of this earlier
XO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
@Linda Lock: What about enemies, campaign adversaries?
OPS_Cmdr_Darvo says:
$::struggles to move quickly in the quagmire of the swamp trying to hide herself from prying eyes:
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
*CEO* I see. Well, you need to forget everything you read.
Host Linda_Lock says:
Action: A croc passes the OPS and seems to take a liking to her
CIV_Lt_Storm says:
@ ::Looks at the XO:: Linda: Could you please describe the evening for us? every detail from the moment you entered to when you left?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
$::Ducks and tries to take cover behind some vegetation::
CEO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* Done
Host CO_Capt_Sketek says:
COMM: Admiral: Yes, I realize the official authorization levels have not been followed.
Host Linda_Lock says:
Pause USS Andromeda "Federation Vice" 10702.11
 

